FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Mumbai : June 07, 2018
Time Technoplast has emerged as a leading producer of High Pressure Pipes and Corrugated Pipes
for variety of applications including water, sewerage, effluent, industrial, etc. It already has
healthy order book.
Company has now launched a new generation multilayer pipes for power / communication cable
ducts with silicone in-lining. It has also developed associated components to offer as a complete
package. These technology driven innovative products conform to international standards and are
used for high performance applications. Such pipes/ducts are being introduced for the first time
in the country and have substantial business potential.
First major order for this application has been finalized by the most reputed and largest EPC
Contractors. Company has been able to bag this order for 175 kms of power cable ducts and its
accessories (approx.Rs 40 crores). There are several other projects for similar product /
application at finalization stage and Company is striving to secure sizeable part of oncoming
demand.
Such power ducts are being manufactured for the first time in the country and will find multiple
applications for Smart Cities and other advanced infrastructure projects.
About Time Technoplast :
Time Technoplast (www.timetechnoplast.com) is a leading technology based innovative polymer
product Company. Over the years, TimeTech has emerged as a formidable player in the polymer
space with a product repertoire that caters diverse segments like Industrial Packaging,
Infrastructure, Lifestyle, Composites, Auto Components related products & MOX films. It focuses
on replacing metals with polymers in high performance areas using innovation and latest
technology. TimeTech services wide spectrum of user industry in each of its business verticals
reducing sectoral risks and taping new opportunity for growth. TimeTech is an aspiring Indian
multinational having presence in India, Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, UAE,
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia & Egypt.
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